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Message From
The Department Head

Dr. Suvranu De, Professor and Head

Dear Friends,
It’s been yet another very successful year for
MANE and I am most pleased to share with you
some excellent news.
Professor Zvi Rusak has been elected Fellow of
the American Physical Society for his seminal
contributions to the field of vortex flow stability
and the vortex breakdown. Congratulations
are also due to Professor Nikhil Koratkar for
being elected Fellow of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers and to Professor Assad
Oberai for election to the College of Fellows of
the American Institute for Medical and Biological
Engineering. Professor Daniel Walczyk received
the inaugural Burt Swersey Higher Education
Award by the Albany Business Review. This award
commemorates an inspiring educator and serial
entrepreneur, the late Professor Burt Swersey of
MANE, who has influenced generations of young
people to succeed in technology and business.
Professor Jason Hicken has won the prestigious
Faculty Early Career Development Award
(CAREER) from the National Science Foundation
(NSF). Professor Hicken is an expert in
simulation-based design optimization, a field at
the intersection of computing and optimization
with broad applications to design of mechanical
and aerospace systems. As part of his CAREER
project, he will build the knowledge necessary
for real-time prediction of complex fluid flows to
enable the next generation of tools for immersive
computer-aided design and engineering education.
Notably, Professor Hicken also won the Young
Investigator Award from the Air Force Office of
Scientific Research (AFOSR).
Our faculty have also been very successful in
winning Rensselaer awards. Professors Nikhil

Koratkar and Jason Hicken have received the
School of Engineering Research Excellence
Award, while the Classroom Excellence and
Education Innovation Awards have gone to
Professors Diana-Andra Borca-Tasciuc and
Sandipan Mishra, respectively. The Outstanding
Team Award went to a research team comprised
of Professors Robert Karlicek, Rich Radke, Art
Sanderson, Sandipan Mishra, Michele Simkulet,
and Arunas Tuzikas for “Development of LESA’s
Smart Conference Room Testbed”. The David
M. Darrin ’40 Counseling Award was awarded to
Professor Tom Haley and the Jerome Fishbach
’38 Faculty Travel Award to Professor Thierry
Blanchet.
MANE students have won their fair share of
accolades. Two of our students – Eva Mungai
and Shelby Hayostek- have won the prestigious
Graduate Research Student Fellowships from
the National Science Foundation. Eight of our
students have received the Founders Award.
Jayanth Krishnamurthy has won the highly
selective Vertical Flight Foundation Scholarship
from the American Helicopter Society. Yuxin
Zhang has received the inaugural Bimal K.
Malaviya Graduate Teaching Assistant Award,
which has been established in the department
thanks to the generosity of our colleague, Professor
Bimal Malaviya, to recognize the outstanding
contributions made by graduate teaching assistants.
Our Student Advisory Council has launched the
MANE Student Research and Design Journal,
the inaugural issue of which may be found on
our website. This is a student-run journal with
contributions from MANE undergraduate and
co-terminal students which are reviewed by an
editorial staff composed of MANE graduate
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Of Course, the lifeblood of any institution of higher education is the cadre of junior faculty
members that we recruit. Over the past few years we have been incredibly fortunate to have
attracted the very best.

students. A unique feature of this journal is
the collection of design articles arising from
the Inventor’s Studio capstone course, which
has resulted in patent disclosures. This is part
of the newly developed Innovation Spine of
courses which, together with our maker/tinker/
collaboration space, the Innovation Crucible, is
creating a transformative culture of technological
innovation and entrepreneurship in MANE.
Notably, we initiated the Inventor’s Studio
Innovator Award in 2015 to recognize all students
who have completed at least one of the Inventor’s
Studio sequence of courses and submitted a patent
application while being a student at Rensselaer.
The Inventor’s Studio Startup Founder Award was
also established to recognize those students who
have launched and registered a startup while being
a student in MANE.

Thanks to the generosity of our alum and longtime
benefactor and supporter, Dr. Stanley Weiss, we
launched the annual Catherine and Stanley Weiss
Colloquium on Design Development. A notable
scholar and educator in the area of product and
system design and development, Dr. Weiss was a
student (BS, class of ’46 and MS, class of ’48) and
is currently a member of the MANE Strategic
Advisory Council. Professor Robert Loewy,
another distinguished alum and benefactor of
the department, established the biennial Lila
and Robert G. Loewy ’47 Lecture in Rotorcraft
Engineering. Dr. Loewy was a student (class
of ’47), an Institute Professor, Director of the
Rotorcraft Center and Provost at Rensselaer.

Junior Faculty Hold Bright Future at Rensselaer
Of course, the lifeblood of any institution of
higher education is the cadre of junior faculty
members that we recruit. Over the past few years
we have been incredibly fortunate to have attracted
the very best. They come from disparate disciplines
and educational backgrounds, but what they
have in common is a shared passion for relentless
pursuit of scholarship of the highest caliber
and a willingness and enthusiasm to work as a
team. This issue is about them, their burgeoning
accomplishments as researchers and educators
and the very bright future that they collectively
portend. In this context, I would like to mention
that in addition to the exceptional junior faculty
members you will read about in this issue, we
are honored to welcome two additional MANE
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colleagues – Professor John Christian and Fotis
Kopsaftopoulos, both as assistant professors in our
Aerospace Engineering program.
I invite you to read this Annual Report. I hope you
share my enthusiasm about the exceptional men
and women that make up our department.
Suvranu De

J Erik Jonsson ’22 Distinguished Professor of
Engineering and Department Head

FACTS & FIGURES
DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL, AEROSPACE, AND NUCLEAR ENGINEERING

STUDENTS

RESEARCH

1,330

156

UNDERGRADUATES

GRADUATES

6
AFFILIATED RESEARCH CENTERS
ᏵᏵ Center

95%
OF CURRENT FULL-TIME DOCTORAL
STUDENTS RECEIVED FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

for Automation Technologies and Systems
cats.rpi.edu

ᏵᏵ Center

for Flow Physics and Control
www.scer.rpi.edu/cefpac

ᏵᏵ Center

for Modeling, Simulation and Imaging in Medicine
www.scer.rpi.edu/cemsim

ᏵᏵ Center

DEGREES OFFERED
Aeronautical Engineering (B.S., M.Eng., M.S., Ph.D.)
Engineering Physics (M.S., Ph.D.)
Mechanical Engineering (B.S., M.Eng., M.S., Ph.D.)
Nuclear Engineering (B.S., M.Eng., MS )

for Engineering-based Patient Modeling
cepm.rpi.edu

ᏵᏵ Scientific

Computation Research Center
scorec.rpi.edu

ᏵᏵ Gaerttner

Linear Accelerator Center
http://hahn.ne.rpi.edu

Nuclear Engineering & Science (Ph.D.)

DEGREES AWARDED (AY) 2017
345 BACHELORS
79 MASTERS
21 PH.D.s

RESEARCH AREAS
AEROSPACE SCIENCE
AND ENGINEERING
ᏵᏵ Fluid

Dynamics/
Aerodynamics

ᏵᏵ Advanced

Materials

RESEARCH EXPENDITURES
(IN MILLIONS)

13.3

Structures/

ᏵᏵ Optimization
ᏵᏵ Space
ᏵᏵ Combustion/Propulsion

NUCLEAR SCIENCE
AND ENGINEERING
ᏵᏵ Nuclear

Power Systems

ᏵᏵ Applied

Radiation
Technologies

ᏵᏵ Radiation

Protection,
Medical and
Industrial Uses of Radiation

ᏵᏵ Nuclear

Materials

TOTAL DEPARTMENT EXPENDITURES

2.4
AERONAUTICAL/AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

6.4
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

4.5

MECHANICAL SCIENCE
AND ENGINEERING
ᏵᏵ Mechanics

and Materials

ᏵᏵ Thermal

and Fluids
Engineering

ᏵᏵ Design

and Manufacturing

ᏵᏵ Dynamics

CROSS-CUTTING
RESEARCH AREAS
ᏵᏵ Energy

Science and
Engineering

ᏵᏵ Materials,

Materials
Processing and Controls

ᏵᏵ Human

Health and Safety

and Controls

NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
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FEATURE

MANE

Through New Eyes
MANE’s newer researchers discuss the teaching –
research dynamic, the challenges of the classroom,
the definition of success, and what brought them to
the careers they love.
(top left) Wei Ji, Jason Hicken,
Kristen Mills, Aram Chung,
Shankar Narayanan, Onkar Sahni;
(bottom left) Mamadou Diagne,
Sandipan Mishra, Johnson Samuel
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QQ. How early in life did you envision
yourself as an academic or a
researcher?
Kristen Mills: Even starting
grad school, I didn’t imagine
myself as a professor. I initially
went to grad school to learn
more about materials selection in
design and get a master’s degree.
My fellowship stipulated that I
must do a research project and
write a master’s thesis. I had a
wonderful advisor who gave me
that opportunity, inspired me, and
advocated for me. If it weren’t for
him, I wouldn’t be here.
Jason Hicken: In grade 4, I drew
a picture of an airplane and asked,
“What’s the name of the person
who makes this? My teacher said,
“Aeronautical engineer.” So that’s
what I wanted to be. From there it
was feeling my way one step at a
time.
Aram Chung: My dad, my
uncles, my aunts, all of them were
in academia. They’d get together
at Thanksgiving and talk about
teaching. That shaped me for an
academic career.

(left) Jason Hicken, Kristen Mills, Aram Chung,
Onkar Sahni

Shankar Narayanan: I’m exactly
the opposite—the first in my
family to teach. There’s a day
in India called Teachers’ Day:

12th graders get to teach a class
for one day. I found I could put
myself in the students’ position
and understand why they made
mistakes.
Onkar Sahni: I knew I liked math
early on, but it was only much later
that I decided to be faculty. It’s a
job where you get to do what you
want to do—to shape your career.
Those are very hard to get these
days.
Jason Hicken: I resonate with
that. I learned in grad school that
I didn’t want government and I
didn’t want industry. In research I
could sit and think, and that’s what
I wanted to do.
QQ. You’ve all been here for a while
now. How are you thinking
about your career? Professional
expectations? Teaching vs.
research?
Jason Hicken: I don’t see teaching
and research as opposed.
Johnson Samuel: I agree. Even in
research, you’re still teaching and
mentoring the next generation. For
me that’s even more exciting than
the lab work.
Sandipan Mishra: When we
became faculty we had no training
in teaching. We learned on the job.
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A lot of making it in the classroom
had to do with my mentors
here—the people ahead of me and
what they’ve taught me. That also
changed my definition of success:
previously I just wanted to be a
good teacher and a good researcher,
but now it’s about what I can do
to help the junior faculty coming
up behind me. So Mamadou’s my
project now. (laughter)
Mamadou Diagne: Because I
didn’t know what made a good
teacher, I made my first class very
participative. I knew what I wanted
them to learn, but they knew how
they wanted it transmitted to
them—and they let me know that
through their actions. So by the
end of the semester, thanks to my

experience with the students, I had
a better idea of how to be a teacher.
Onkar Sahni: I’ve found that
teaching has a powerful effect on
research. No matter how many
times you’ve taught a course, the
students in the next semester will
ask questions in a very different
way. In research, of course, you’re
always looking for that new way
of thinking. So when they ask me
a new question, it pushes me to
learn new ways of explaining what
I know. And it can open up new
avenues of research.
Shankar Narayanan: There’s
another way teaching affects
research. As researchers, we always
have our brains going. Teaching is
actually relaxing: it uses a different
part of our brains. That “break” can
foster new ideas for our research.
Jason Hicken: That is so true.
People imagine athletes as
doing hard, demanding work.
But thinking is exhausting too!
Especially when you’re doing it
from 8:00 am to 10:00 pm.

(left) Arum Chung, Onkar Sahni,
Sandipan Mishra

Shankar Narayanan
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Onkar Sahni: I remember a Ph.D.
student working on a difficult
software bug. He worked hard at it,
then put it aside, and the solution
came to him in a dream. So yes,
using a different part of our brain is
a good thing.
Mamadou Diagne: When I talk
about research in class, I also
talk about the people behind the
research. It gives them a different
perspective about what it means to
be an academic: we are imparting
not just our knowledge but our
lives.

Kristen Mills: When I started
here, I was preoccupied with the
expectations of the academic track.
A senior faculty member remarked
that if I enjoy what I’m doing then
the expectations shouldn’t feel so
overwhelming. That was a sage
observation. I am passionate about
the research that we do in my lab
and motivated by the graduate
students every day. We all learn
together and have a great time;
“work” is such a pleasure.
QQ. Sandi mentioned the idea of
success. What about that?
Johnson Samuel: This is something
I learned early on: success is not
predefined—I had to learn what
it means to me. That’s what you
have to define if you want to be
true to yourself. For me, mentoring
the next generation is a big part of
success.
Onkar Sahni: In the long
term, success for me is if my
research gives back to society in
some way. So, in my work with
turbulent flows, we can develop
computational tools that virtualize
the physical world. That enables us
to make predictions and take steps
to prevent something bad from
happening (or make something
good happen).
Aram Chung: I’m motivated by
coupling research with real life,
and that comes into my teaching.
In class I’ll tell them what I’m
researching for about 10 minutes,
and then the students can see the
application.
QQ. What have you come to value
about Rensselaer?

(left) Sandipan Mishra, Shankar Narayanan, Mamadou Diagne, Johnson Samuel

Onkar Sahni: The caliber
of student is superior. In my
undergrad classes I’ve had very, very
smart and sincere students.

like Sandi said: we receive help
from those who came before us,
and we return the favor to those
who come after.

Wei Ji: There is a great deal of
opportunity here, and Rensselaer
gives you the freedom to pursue
that opportunity. In terms of
research, people are aggressive in
pursuing the very frontiers of their
field; that makes for a motivating
climate. I also appreciate living in
a state that was the first stop for
so many immigrants throughout
history.

Mamadou Diagne: The key is the
opportunity to meet people and
solve exciting problems. That’s
the passion that drives me. You
realize that people gave you the
opportunity to learn; now you want
to give others the chance. That
happens all the time at Rensselaer.

(left) Wei Ji, Jason Hicken, Kristen Mills,
Aram Chung, Onkar Sahni

Kristen Mills: I truly value my
colleagues. Some have become
good friends and provide a much
needed support network; others
have graciously taken the time to
answer questions on anything from
administrative procedure to career
development; others have put
effort into collaborative research
projects, mentoring me in the tools
of the trade. I honestly believe
such camaraderie makes the best
research environment.

Mamadou Diagne, Johnson Samuel

Onkar Sahni: Something I’ve
heard so much about Rensselaer,
and it’s true: it’s a great place to live
a balanced life.
Johnson Samuel: The mentoring
culture in this department is
fantastic. The senior faculty
obviously care about the junior
faculty and help them develop. It’s
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Young Faculty

MAKE THEIR MARK

One researcher seeks to simplify the whole practice of
engineering design. Another aims to predict difficult-to-predict
turbulent flows. Several investigate topics that could revolutionize
additive manufacturing. Others investigate advances in cancer
research and resolving global water shortages.
MANE’s latest young faculty have given the department a jolt.
They are already making their mark. In the process, they might
just change the world.
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A Game-Changer Made
Practical
Aram Chung seeks to translate the theory of
microfluidics into devices you can use
There’s something of a disconnect
in microfluidic research. Many
people, including cancer patients,
can be benefited by addressing it.
That, in a nutshell, is Aram Chung’s
mission.
“A disconnect has developed between
microfluidic research, biomedicine, and
industry,” said the Rensselaer assistant
professor and director of the BioOptofluidics Laboratory. “Many researchers
focus on solving certain problems at
the proof-of-concept level, which is not
enough to be translated into solutions for
real-world problems. This may be why
we hardly ever meet killer applications
from microfluidics. Our lab is working
to make microfluidics practical.”

Chung is researching
a platform that could
determine a cancer
diagnosis in as little as
35 seconds from sample
injection to diagnosis—
simply by measuring the
deformability of over
5,000 cells.

His effort is well-placed. The manipulation
of fluids in small amounts through tiny
channels—down to tens of micrometers—
has been hailed as a potential game-changer
with a wide range of applications, from
lab-on-a-chip bioanalysis to manufacturing.
To make microfluidic developments
practical, Chung’s lab aims to create fully
automated, easy to use, high-throughput
microsystems based on a convergence of
several disciplines: not just microfluidics,
but optics, biology, physics, and others.
One of their most important projects to
date—a cancer diagnosis tool—could
save patients a great deal of anxiety.
Currently, determining a diagnosis of
cancer takes too much time for most
patients, who spend days on pins
and needles waiting for test results.
“From a biopsy by the surgeon to a
diagnosis by the cytopathologist, the
process is time-consuming, costly, and
labor-intensive,” Chung observed.
Chung is researching a platform that
could determine a cancer diagnosis in as
little as 35 seconds from sample injection
to diagnosis—simply by measuring the
deformability of over 5,000 cells. Cells
are introduced into a T-shaped channel
structure at high speed; when they crash
into the T-junction, a high-speed camera
and automated image analyzer measure
the cell deformation. Malignant cells are
considerably softer than “normal” cells.
“The entire process is fully automated;
therefore, anyone can operate this
system in a robust manner,” Chung

said. “The usability is very important
since it will enable the developed
platform to be easily translated.”
At this point in his research, Chung is
using the device to test various cell lines
at different malignancies. In the near
future, he plans to classify cancer subtypes
using real patient samples through a
collaboration with medical doctors.
In another application, Chung is
using a micro-3D printer, created
from microfluidics, to make complex
hydrogel microparticles for biosensing.
“It is a great challenge to make hydrogel
microparticles in a large quantity with
a high degree of three-dimensionality,”
Chung explained. “The 3D feature is
invaluable in hydrogel biosensors, which to
date have only used 2D microparticles: the
additional dimension increases the surface
area, which will bring biosensors to the
next level of detection limit.” The printer
uses the flow of UV-reactive fluid around
a sequence of microstructures to shape the
3D particles with highly complex profiles.
Chung cites a wide range of reasons for
coming to Rensselaer. “Excellent students,
facilities, colleagues, tradition, and support
are all essential for our work, and Rensselaer
supplies them all,” he said. “MANE in
particular has a great mentoring system,
with full and associate professors who
are very involved in supporting our lab. It
is a superb environment in which to do
important research. I am especially grateful
to the students in my lab, who have been
instrumental in creating that environment.”
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Engineering Chaos
Jason Hicken’s lab stands at the forefront of
optimizing designs for complex systems
If the goal of Jason Hicken’s research
sounds audacious, that’s because it is.
“The theme of my research is to make
engineering design more intuitive,
especially when complex physics are
involved,” said the MANE assistant
professor and director of Rensselaer’s
Optimal Design Lab. “We want to make
it as easy and quick for an engineer to
digitally shape an aircraft, car, or heart
pump as it is for an artist to shape clay.”

“We want to make it as easy
and quick for an engineer to
digitally shape an aircraft,
car, or heart pump as it is for
an artist to shape clay.”

Over the past few decades, Hicken’s field—
design optimization—has proved invaluable
for addressing one of engineering’s
fundamental challenges: solving complex
problems amid resource constraints.
Optimization has enabled engineers
to quantify ideal parameters and make
effective design decisions with a minimum
of time, cost, and computing power.
But while optimization works well
for many applications, the picture is
quite different at the upper end of the
complexity scale. Nothing comes easily
or efficiently in the design of chaotic
systems, like aircraft, cars, or heart
pumps. Hicken aims to change that.
“Chaotic systems exhibit noise-like
variations that ‘break’ conventional
optimization methods,” Hicken
explained. “Yet chaotic systems are
ubiquitous in engineering: helicopters,
internal combustion engines, wind
turbines, and fusion reactors, to name
just a few. The potential value of
improving such systems is clear.”
That value has led Hicken’s Optimal Design
Lab into an array of research directions.
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For example, the Air Force Office of
Scientific Research has funded the team’s
attempts to optimize complex systems
using imperfect data from large-scale
simulations. According to the lab’s website,
the need to use imperfect data arises from
three factors: the computationally costly
simulations required for high accuracy,
the high-dimensional design space, and
errors in quantities and gradients that
simply cannot be eliminated in practice.
Hicken also wrestles with the challenge
of real-time optimization for immersive
design environments. “Think virtual reality
marries CAD,” he said. “It’s a challenge
because you have to carefully balance
accuracy with the time necessary to analyze
the problem. The impact of real-time
optimization will be in reducing the cost of
developing and testing complex systems.”
Hicken sees his lab at the vanguard of
research into optimization for chaotic
systems. What draws such a researcher
to Rensselaer? “The people, at every
level,” he responded. “I am surrounded by
world-class, yet approachable colleagues.
I am able to get help from friendly
staff. And most of all, I get to work with
and teach engaged, gifted students.”
While Hicken is optimistic about his
research, he cautions against a popular
misconception of his field. “There is a
perception that design optimization
can replace engineers,” he said. “While
the idea of ‘push button’ design may be
tantalizing to some, it ignores the ethical
and moral decisions behind design. Our
research can help get to the ‘best’ design,
but a human engineer must, ultimately,
define what is meant by best.”

Reshaping Cancer Research
How does tissue stiffness affect tumor cells? Kristen
Mills aims to find out
A fruitful collaboration on the way to her
PhD led Kristen Mills, an experimentalist
in solid mechanics, to cancer research.
“During my PhD work, which was on
fracture of thin films, I collaborated with
a biomedical engineering group that used
structured material surfaces to study cell
behavior,” recalled the Rensselaer assistant
professor, who leads the eponymous
Mills Lab at RPI. “The ability for these
materials to mimic the extracellular
environment—and permit the study of
cell behavior ex vivo—fascinated me.”
As a result, she adapted her expertise
in experimental mechanics to the focus
she maintains to this day: how the
biomechanics of cells and their matrices
affect disease onset and progression. Of
particular interest is the influence of
tissue stiffness on health and disease.
“Every tissue in our body has a
characteristic stiffness—e.g., bones are stiff
and breast tissue is soft—that is intimately
related to its health and the function that
it performs,” Mills explained. “A hallmark
of some diseases, including cancerous
solid tumor growth, is an abnormal
stiffening of the tissue. I have found that
stiffness of the environment influences
the shape to which tumors grow.”
To understand the significance of this,
Mills investigates how cells divide in
3D matrices of different stiffnesses, how
surface tension and tumor shape influence
metastasis, and other biomechanical aspects
of disease progression. In this, she said,
her work builds on what she calls “one of
the most fascinating discoveries to come

out of the broader field in the past 10
years”—the major influence of substrate
stiffness on cells in general. “What is
much less understood,” she added, “are
collective behaviors of cells, and especially
collective cell behavior in 3D. This is one
significant motivator for our research.”
A recent development in the Mills lab
should take that research to a new level.
Mills’s graduate student, Xiangyu Gong,
has developed a tool to study many
aspects of tumor development—from
genesis to metastasis—in vitro. This will
give the lab more precise control over the
engineered model environment. “I am
very excited about this new development,”
Mills said. “As we are first and foremost
engineers, we know how to develop
tools that will allow us to effectively
study a wide range of problems. This is
precisely what Xiangyu has done.”
Mills’s research extends into other areas
of health as well. Awarded a Collaborative
Travel Grant from the Burroughs
Wellcome Fund, she has begun to study
the cell and tissue biomechanics associated
with neurofibromatosis type I (NF1),
a genetic disorder linked to tumors of
the peripheral nervous system. These
tumors, known as neurofibromas, occur
either in the skin (dermal) or on the
surrounding nerves deep in the tissue
(plexiform). About 10 percent of patients
with plexiform neurofibromas develop
malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors
(MPNSTs). There is no effective treatment
course for NF1 patients and a very low
life expectancy associated with MPNSTs.

that altered mechanical stiffness in NF1
tumors contributes to their progression.
In this project, Mills will collaborate with
Ralf Kemkemer, a biophysicist, and Dieter
Kaufmann, a geneticist and NF1 expert,
at Reutlingen University in Germany.
The direction of Mills’s work comes
from her own sense of purpose as well
as the direction of the field. As she
put it, “I am drawn to research that
has a human side and a potential to
directly impact the quality of life.”

“I am drawn to research
that has a human side and
a potential to directly impact
the quality of life.”

The hypothesis driving the Mills Lab is
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Everything Is Under Control
... in Complex Manufacturing Processes
Or it will be when Mamadou Diagne’s work in control
systems bears fruit
Oil drilling. Extrusion molding. The
management of invasive species. Name
a system, any system, and somehow it’s
subject to monitoring and control.

“Existing 3D printing
technologies are generally
limited to rapid prototyping,
but the design of efficient
controls may unlock
some crucial questions—
allowing manufacturers to
use 3D printing as a mass
production technology.”

That realization struck Mamadou
Diagne at an early age.

quality in 3D printing is very high,” he
said. “Existing 3D printing technologies
are generally limited to rapid prototyping,
but the design of efficient controls may
unlock some crucial questions—allowing
manufacturers to use 3D printing as
a mass production technology.”

“Ever since high school, I have been
very interested in mathematics and
physics in general, and particularly in
functional analysis,” said MANE’s newest
assistant professor. “Along my learning
experience, I was convinced at some point
that control systems play a key role in
extremely diversified engineering fields.
Basically, everything is under control.”

At the moment, Diagne’s work is chiefly
occupied with the fundamentals of
control methodologies, particularly with
systems described by partial differential
equations. Down the road, he hopes to
add more practical applications into his
work: the control of oil drilling processes,
fused deposition modeling, and syringebased 3D printing, to name a few.

That insight led Diagne into his current
focus: the design of control and monitoring
methodologies for complex multi-physical
systems—especially those involved in
high-precision manufacturing. These
control techniques hold the potential
to eliminate key bottlenecks, increasing
process efficiency, speed of production, and
product quality, among other parameters.

As he sees it, Rensselaer is an ideal place
to continue his research, having recently
finished post-doctoral work at the
University of Michigan. “For one thing,
Rensselaer is one of the top technical
universities in the United States,” Diagne
explained. “Moreover, I was delighted to
see the level of support that our department
head, Suvranu De, provides to young
faculty. And the ‘fit’—the interests I
share in common with the other faculty
members—influenced my decision as well.”

Since prediction is a prerequisite of control,
Diagne’s research involves the construction
of models that predict the behavior of
systems in real time. “Such models, based
on fundamental laws of physics, are crucial
when it comes to designing sophisticated
and easily implementable control
algorithms in industry,” he explained.
As part of his research, Diagne is
investigating controls for a process that
just might take 3D printing to the next
level. “The potential of small-scale screw
extruders to improve speed and product
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That “fit” should provide intriguing
opportunities for collaboration. “I do
believe there is a great opportunity to
exchange knowledge and collaborate on
some challenging research topics, such as
additive manufacturing or flow control
problematics in aerospace engineering,”
he said. “The enthusiasm of the faculty
members was incomparable to any
other place I had the chance to visit. I
look forward to working with them.”

Novel Approaches to
Complex Flows
Onkar Sahni brings expertise to solve challenging
problems in which turbulence dominates
If you’re a young scientist interested
in fluid dynamics and computational
research, you want certain qualities in
your potential employer. That’s doubly
true if you’re on the forefront of research
into long-standing problems.
All of this made Onkar Sahni and
Rensselaer an excellent match indeed.
“At every conference I attended, Rensselaer
seemed to have a big presence,” said
Sahni, now a MANE assistant professor
and head of the Flow Computation and
Physics Lab. “When I saw this, I realized
Rensselaer could provide me with a
platform to take my research to a high
level. That and the computing ecosystem”—
which includes one of the world’s largest
university-based supercomputers—
“were very attractive to me.”
Sahni’s research uses an array of methods
to reliably model and predict turbulent
flows. These flows are present almost
everywhere you look, from aircrafts to
wind turbines to tall buildings. Their sheer
complexity makes modeling a necessity.
“If you have a flow with a high enough
Reynolds number (the ratio of inertial to
viscous forces), a full-scale resolution is
impossible: the size of the computational
problem is enormous,” Sahni said. “The
computing power required is not available
today, so we need to fit the problem
into computers we have, or will have
in the next decade. Modeling enables
us to do that, together with advanced
numerical methods, scalable algorithms,
and extreme-scale computers.”
Sahni’s research is breaking new ground in
several areas, such as dynamic subgrid-scale

“At every conference I attended, Rensselaer seemed to
have a big presence ... I realized Rensselaer could provide
me with a platform to take my research to a high level.”
modeling. In large eddy simulations—which
fluid dynamics researchers use to study a
wide range of problems involving turbulent
flows—only features or eddies that are
larger than the grid cells can be explicitly
represented or resolved. But the effect of
myriad smaller features, referred to as being
“subgrid,” must be accounted. Sahni has
developed novel approaches to model the
effect of these subgrid scales, leading to
reliable predictions at a lower computational
cost for complex turbulent flows.
Sahni also uses subgrid-scale modeling
in the field of uncertainty quantification:
the development of reliable and efficient
prediction methods that account for
missing data or knowledge, or for stochastic
parameters with no precise known value.
The applications for Sahni’s work are
varied—and important enough to have
attracted support from the National
Science Foundation, the U.S. Department
of Energy and Department of Defense,
NASA, NYSERDA, Boeing, Sikorsky, and
Corning, to name a few. Among his projects:
ᏵᏵ For

the U.S. Army, Sahni (in partnership
with Benet Laboratories) developed a
new cannon design that solved a difficult
problem with large cannons: how to
launch the projectile with high enough
velocity to meet its objectives, yet reduce
the strength of the resulting blast to

protect nearby soldiers.
ᏵᏵ In

aerospace Sahni’s lab, together with
two Rensselaer centers (the Scientific
Computation Research Center, or
SCOREC, and the Center for Flow Physics
and Control), is developing advanced
flow control techniques using highfidelity simulations to enhance aircraft
performance.

ᏵᏵ Sahni’s

research to simulate turbulent
flows over bluff bodies has relevance for
many fields, notably skyscrapers. Airflow
over tall buildings can cause unsteady
loading and vibrations, which reduce the
comfort of the people inside. The lab has
developed high-fidelity simulation tools to
glean insights into the flow mechanisms
and interactions around buildings, with
the ultimate goal of mitigating vibrations.

Such complex, varied work demands
expertise and capabilities in widely diverse
fields. “You need the ability to relate physical
phenomena to mathematical models, then
solve them via advanced methods,” Sahni
explained. “And you must leverage extremescale computing to solve relevant real-life
problems and get the solution in a relevant
timeframe. The facilities at Rensselaer, and
my collaborators here, complement my
group’s abilities to address these challenges.
It is an excellent match for our research.”
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Closing the Loop
Sandipan Mishra’s control algorithms may lead to a
breakthrough in additive manufacturing
3D printers are exciting enough now.
What if they could learn? What if they
could correct their errors in mid-process, or
improve their precision from part to part?
The National Science Foundation
thinks it’s a question worth answering—
which is why it gave Sandipan Mishra
its prestigious CAREER award.
Mishra, a MANE assistant professor and
principal investigator at Rensselaer’s ISAaC
Lab (Intelligent Systems, Automation and
Control), has begun the fourth year of his
$400,000 award, which seeks to develop
learning control strategies for additive
manufacturing. This process—which
manufactures parts by adding layer upon
layer of material, as 3D printers do—has
potential for applications in a myriad of
fields, from aerospace to tissue engineering.
But a lack of feedback mechanisms
that improve 3D printer performance
remains a vital flaw.
“Most, if not all, high-end additive
manufacturing has no feedback control
mechanism—nothing to feed in
situ process measurements from the
manufactured part back into improving
the process,” said Mishra. “That is the
definition of an open-loop process. Our
lab’s mission is to close the loop.”
Exploiting feedback from sensors could
represent a quantum leap forward
for the process. It would enable 3D
printers to correct errors in the part as
it’s manufactured, dramatically reducing
waste and rework. Control algorithms
could also use the data collected from

manufacturing one part to improve
the process for the next part.
Mishra’s team used a gray-box model to
show that feedback control was possible
for polymer-based manufacturing.
The next step is to prove the same for
3D-printing metal parts. Mishra has
also worked with the U.S. Navy and
Vivonics, a company led by a Rensselaer
graduate, to use the process in another
promising field: synthetic organ printing.
“The objective is to print the synthetic
organ with precisely the same texture
as a real human organ,” Mishra said.
“Surgeons use these synthetic organs to
practice their technique, so the closer
to human tissue the polymer is, the
more effective the learning process.”
Important as it is, additive manufacturing
is only one of many applications to
which Mishra’s lab applies fundamental
control algorithms. He is currently
working on projects in smart lighting,
high-precision motion control,
unmanned aerial vehicles, and intelligent
buildings, among other fields.
That last example illustrates the complexity
with which Mishra’s team grapples on
a daily basis. “In any building, naturally,
you have multiple people with multiple
preferences for temperature, humidity,
airflow, and other factors, all in one space,”
he explained. “Occupants don’t regularly
quantify their discomfort; they just know
what they’re feeling. How do you take that
fuzzy input back to a control system?”
The collaboration required to solve
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such problems is one big reason Mishra
came to Rensselaer. “The only way to be
interdisciplinary is to talk with people
in a different discipline,” he said. “Here,
I can walk down the hall and work with
researchers in so many fields. Or I can draw
from the very high caliber of students here.”
He uses his aerial-vehicle work as an
example. “I can come up with the idea,
but then there’s the design, the electronics,
the prototype. As one person, I can’t do all
that. Here, I can recruit a group of students
who take my idea, visualize it, and engineer
the part. “With that kind of support, I
can focus on what I do best: control.”

Exploiting feedback from
sensors could represent a
quantum leap forward for the
process. It would enable 3D
printers to correct errors in
the part as it’s manufactured,
dramatically reducing waste
and rework.

Will Nano-water Reveal Its
Secrets?
In his quest to discover them, Shankar Narayanan
hopes to address global shortages in energy
and water
What happens when you boil water? Every
grade schooler knows the answer—on
one level. But no one knows exactly what
happens at the micro or nanoscale. The
answers could address severe shortages in
two of the world’s most critical resources.
That is what gets Shankar Narayanan
out of bed in the morning.
“My greatest inspiration arises from
the global need for energy and water,”
said Narayanan, assistant professor at
MANE. “Since the production and
supply of food cannot be separated from
these two commodities, this makes
their availability even more critical. We
must find environmentally sustainable
ways of supplying them to people.”
To fulfill that objective, Narayanan aims
to design materials at the micro and
nanoscale that, when used in devices and
systems, improve the efficiency of energy
usage, storage, and transport. Before you
design the materials, however, you have
to understand what happens at those
scales—particularly the mechanisms of
phase change, since the phase change of
water is so enmeshed with the production
of energy. (Think of a thermal power
plant that converts liquid to steam
in order to generate electricity.)
The focus on the infinitesimal sets
today’s research apart from earlier work
in the field, according to Narayanan.
“Detailed investigation of the phasechange phenomenon has been a topic of
interest for decades, due to its relevance for

the energy sector,” he explained. “Today,
fabrication techniques are available to
make micro and nanomaterials that can
affect phase change to enhance efficiency.
However, our understanding of phase
change in such confined geometries is still
limited. If we can develop a fundamental
understanding of the mechanisms
involved, we can identify ways of further
tweaking them to work in our favor.”

one of the best educational experiences
to students and conducting impactful
research,” he said. “This is especially true
in my area of work: I had often read
research articles written by Rensselaer
students and faculty. In addition, I do like
the Northeast, and the wide variety of
outdoor activities that the Capital Region
offers. All things considered, Rensselaer
was quite the ideal place to work.”

The results could move energy efficiency
to new levels in a whole range of
applications: small-scale electronic devices,
giant thermal power plants, and water
treatment, among others. For instance, a
fundamental knowledge of factors that
limit liquid-vapor phase change can guide
the design and operation of thermal power
plants to achieve higher efficiencies; that
same knowledge can allow electronic
devices, such as integrated circuits, to
operate at higher powers to achieve
higher performance without significant
concerns about thermal challenges. Future
work will include strategies for water
purification that build on Narayanan’s
understanding of phase change and water
transport on the micro- and nanoscales.

Part of that ideal involves a shared
commitment to collaboration. “I strongly
believe that the best and most impactful
research contributions come from
working in a team of diverse individuals,”
Narayanan said. “Since Rensselaer is a
research powerhouse, there are ample
opportunities for our faculty and students
here, as well as researchers from other
universities, to join in collaboration.”

Narayanan is also investigating the
interaction of light with structured
materials. His findings may help
harness solar energy more effectively for
various applications, including energy
storage and desalination of water.

“I strongly believe that the
best and most impactful
research contributions come
from working in a team of
diverse individuals.”

Like many other young professors,
Narayanan found Rensselaer a good match
for both his research interests and his
personal pursuits. “Rensselaer has always
been a highly ranked university, providing
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Small Structures, Broad
Impact
Johnson Samuel’s work with material structures
sheds light on longstanding problems in
manufacturing and beyond
It’s tempting to say that Johnson Samuel
studies materials and manufacturing.
But that doesn’t begin to cover it.
Among other things, Samuel’s research
involves 3D-printing tissue samples—
complete with vasculature—and
making aircraft parts more reliable.
His work uncovers novel solutions
to longstanding problems. Oh, and
his students are going places.

with computational modeling and
experimental work, should result in a
“processing handbook” that could open
the door to more reliable metal additive
manufacturing processes.
ᏵᏵ In

3D printing, Samuel’s lab has
developed a way to print hierarchical
fiber-reinforced soft composites
(HFrSCs), an emerging class of
composites with a range of novel
applications, from 4D printing to
embedded sensors. “The novelty of
this printer lies in its capability to
incorporate directed fibrous networks
into a 3D printed part, a feature that
is currently unavailable in the market,”
Samuel explained. Now, based on the
work of Samuel‘s grad student James
Nowak—the recipient of a 2016 National
Science Foundation (NSF) graduate
research fellowship—the lab is working
on adapting this technology to print
composites that mimic human tissue,
including blood vessels.

It all starts with the very broad impact
of very small material structures.
“You can look at almost any manufacturing
process and find a link with material
science,” said the MANE assistant
professor and director of the Nano/
Micro-scale Manufacturing and
Material (NanoM3) Design Lab.
“Fundamentally, everything is about
material microstructures’ influence
on manufacturing outcomes.”
A quick look at Samuel’s research
reveals just how wide that “everything”
is. Among his primary projects:
metal additive manufacturing, no
one fully understands the complex
interactions between the raw metal and
the energy source (like a laser) used
to shape it. That makes it fiendishly
difficult to predict part reliability, which is
important for, say, jet engines. Samuel
and his co-investigators are developing
data analytics and visualization tools that,
when applied to additive manufacturing
processes, provide key insights into the
energy source’s impact on the material
properties. The data tools, combined

ᏵᏵ In

ultraprecision machining, researchers
have spent decades searching for a way
to employ diamond tools on ferrous
alloys like steel without reducing tool
life. (The iron in the alloy reacts with
the carbon in the diamond tool to
form harmful carbides.) Samuel’s lab
has shown that adding graphene and
similar nanomaterials to the cutting
fluid can mitigate the reaction and
dramatically increase the life of the tool.
The discovery sparked the NSF to fund
Samuel and his team for further study in
this area.

ᏵᏵ In

ᏵᏵ In
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surgery, Samuel continues his quest to
understand the effect of various cutting
and drilling techniques on different bone

microstructures—research for which he
received an NSF CAREER Award in 2014.
His findings could help adapt surgical
tools to better suit individual patients,
leading to higher success rates and
faster recovery times.

Known as an exceptional educator,
Samuel expresses nothing but enthusiasm
when discussing his students. Recent
developments bear him out: besides
Nowak’s NSF fellowship, Samuel’s first
PhD student is slated to join Sandia
National Laboratories in January. “I know
that 20 years from now, these students will
be ‘movers and shakers’ no matter where
they end up,” he said. “So in that sense
I get the privilege of having a front row
seat—to train them during the few years
they spend with me. This is truly exciting.”

Samuel expresses nothing
but enthusiasm when
discussing his students. “I
know that 20 years from
now, these students will
be ‘movers and shakers’ no
matter where they end up,

STUDENT NEWS

“Erik is not only a great
student and athlete,
he’s been an invaluable
friend and resource to
the Department. He has
served in the MANE office
as work-study student for
the last three years, such
that I’m not sure we could
function without him.”
– John Tichy

Erik Larrabee

Rensselaer Engineering Student
Named to All Region Team
Erik Larrabee, one of 15 student-athletes selected
from the Northeast, has been named to the Division
III PING All-Region team. The announcement was
made by the Golf Coaches Association of America.
Larrabee ( Jackson, ME / Mount View), one of
four from the Liberty League honored, averaged
77.67 shots per round this season. He shot in the
70s in 15 of 19 rounds over nine tournaments.
He had a 73 once and 74 three times.

September. He tied for ninth place three times: the Lake
Placid Club Invitational (79-79 - 158) in September,
the NYU Invitational (76-80 - 156) in early April, and
the Liberty League Championship (78-83-77-79 317), which is played in the fall and spring semesters.
In his first two seasons, Larrabee competed in
10 matches, including eight as a sophomore.
He shot his best round (75, +3) during
the Liberty League Championship.

The aeronautical engineering major earned four
top 10 finishes, including sixth (74-73 - 147) at the
Duke Nelson Invitational at Middlebury College in
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